
International Point of Contact Appointed for Poland 

 

 

Szymon Anders of Poznań, Poland has been named as the International Point of Contact (IPOC) 

for Poland.  The  SSP MM  is a member of the Klub Strzelecki Defendu  (Defensive Shooting 

Society).   

 

Although IDPA had been started in one club years ago, Anders explains the more recent journey 

to get IDPA in Poland.  ‘I’ve been shooting IDPA since 2017. We started to shoot IDPA on a 

club level in August 2017, then in September contacted our Italian friends from the Arena 

Shooters club and visited them to find out how to best organize matches. During this journey we 

also took the IDPA Safety Officer class with Rudy Covre and this is how our story goes to 

promote IDPA in Poland.” 

 

The new IPOC was asked about his attraction to the sport. ‘I’m a defensive shooter, focused on 

personal protection and a long time hand-to-hand combat instructor. To me, IDPA is a great 

addition to these interests and also the only way to train and compete with fellow shooters 

around the world. Also, it is a very approachable and helpfull community. And because of 

straight and clear rules it gives you the feeling of a familiar environment wherever you go.” 

 

Szymon, an experienced Safety Officer Instructor who has already trained many of his SOs 

there,  has some intial goals and plans for the country of Poland. "I want to promote IDPA as a 

safe and self -rewarding way of shooting and spending time in general; recognize and register it 

as formal shooting sport in the Polish branch of ISSF to make it easier to engage in it.  I also 

want to introduce it to more shooters and affiliate more clubs. As for now, along with my fellow 

IDPA members and SOs, we have created and helped affiliate several more IDPA clubs in the 

country. There are more than 150 IDPA members and this is only the beginning! My plan is to 

attain one thousand shooters and dozen of clubs in years to come.” 

 

In his spare time, Szymon says he spends time „as a philospher, and with my beloved wife, adult 

daughter and my favorites, our Cesko Slovakian Wolf Dog and Russian Blue Cat.” 

 

What does the new IPOC of Poland want his fellow Poles to know?  „Everyone interested in 

IDPA can reach me via e-mail (s.anders@defendu.club) or in person during matches or training 

at the range or in my office. If there are clubs or individuals interested in shooting IDPA, 

affliating and organizing matches, I’m here to help.” 

 

 

 

 

 


